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Abstract 
 

We conduct a field and an online classroom experiment to study gender differences in self-set 
performance goals and their effects on performance in a real-effort task. We distinguish between 
public and private goals, performance being public and identifiable in both cases. Participants set 
significantly more ambitious goals when these are public. Women choose lower goals than men in 
both treatments, but in particular when goals are private information. Men perform better than 
women under private and public goals as well as in the absence of goal setting, consistent with the 
identifiability of performance causing gender differences, as found in other studies. Compared to 
private goal setting, public goal setting does not affect men’s performance at all but it leads to 
women’s performance being significantly lower. Comparing self-set goals with actual 
performance we find that under private goal setting women’s performance is on average 67% of 
goals, whereas for men it is 57%. Under public goal setting the corresponding percentages are 43% 
and 39%, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
      
Gender equality is one of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 5) elaborated by the United 
Nations Development Programme in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.1 A more 
specific goal is to increase women’s participation and leadership in all forms of decision-making 
in the public, judiciary, and private sector. As pointed out by the World Economic Forum (2018): 
“[...] while there are still relevant gender-biased labour market outcomes, the presence of women 
in management roles is today one of the main barriers to overcome, both in the public and private 
sector, in order to achieve full economic gender parity [...].” 

Why should we care about the underrepresentation of women in managerial positions? The 
empirical literature provides initial evidence that macroeconomic benefits of gender equality exist 
in the workplace because of complementarities between the two genders. These benefits are 
especially important in organizations requiring high-skill workers. García-Meca et al. (2015) show 
that board-level gender diversity improves the performance of firms. The positive effects on firm 
performance are especially large for those whose strategy is based on innovation (Dezsö and Ross, 
2012) and for firms in high-tech manufacturing and knowledge-intensive services (Christiansen et 
al., 2016). Gender diversity on the boards of banking-supervision agencies has also been associated 
with greater financial stability (Sahay and Cihak, 2018). 

There are many reasons for the imbalance between women and men in leading positions. 
An important distinction is that between demand-side and supply-side factors (Gino et al., 2015). 
Demand-side factors are those that women face because of the different ways in which women are 
judged and treated on the labor market and in society at large (prejudice, discrimination, etc.). 
Supply-side factors are related to differential beliefs and behavior of women and men that are 
relevant for access to high-level positions.   

Research in experimental economics has particularly contributed to a better understanding 
of supply-side factors. In particular, gender differences in the reaction to various aspects of 
competition effects have been studied in detail in a large experimental literature. Niederle (2016) 
presents a recent survey of relevant studies, distinguishing between those that deal with gender 
differences in performance under competitive incentives and those that analyze gender differences 
in choices between competitive and non-competitive incentive schemes. More recently, research 
has also addressed the role of public observability for gender differences in public speaking.2 

In this paper, we study gender differences in a novel, potentially important supply-side 
dimension of behavior: goal setting. The specific question that motivates our work is whether 
gender differences in public goal setting could be one reason for the female underrepresentation 
in high-level positions. Leaders in the public and private sector must typically announce their goals 
for the firm/society publicly. The public typically judges their leaders by which goals are set and 

 
1 https://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/2030-agenda-for-sustainable-development/people/gender-
equality.html; accessed on Dec 15th, 2020. 
2 Survey-based and observational data show that women fear more to speak up in public (Stein et al., 1996; Turk et 
al., 1998; Behnke and Sawyer, 2001; Marinho et al., 2017), feel more stressed about it (Buser and Yuan, 2020), and 
also do speak up less frequently in public settings (Hinsley et al., 2017; Carter et al., 2018; Parthasarathy et al., 2019). 
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to what extent they are reached. If females have difficulties with this part of the job, that might 
explain why they apply less for leading positions (among other factors).  

We study how women and men set goals for themselves and perform in a particular real-
effort task under observability and identifiability of performance.  We study behavior under two 
distinct goal-setting conditions: Public goals – that is, the self-set goal is observable and 
identifiable by the public - and private goals – that is, the self-set goal is only observable by oneself.  
We run a field experiment and an online classroom experiment, in which participants perform a 
real-effort task. Depending on the randomly assigned treatment, participants perform the task 
without goal setting (control condition), after setting a goal privately, or after setting a goal 
publicly. Our primary outcome variables are participants’ self-set goals and their effects on 
performance.  

Our results show that participants set significantly more ambitious goals when these are 
public. Women choose lower goals than men in both treatments, but more so when goals are private 
information. Men perform better than women under private and public goals as well as in the 
absence of goal setting, consistent with the identifiability of performance causing gender 
differences, as found in other studies. Compared to private goal setting, public goal-setting does 
not affect men’s performance at all but it leads to women’s performance going significantly down. 
In terms of the ratio between performance and goals participants are more realistic under private 
than under public goal setting, with women being more realistic than men in both cases. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present a review of 
the relevant literature in psychology and economics. Section 3 discusses the experimental 
procedures, the design, the hypotheses, and the research questions. Section 4 contains the results 
and section 5 the conclusions. 
 
2. Review of the Literature on Goal Setting 
 
There is a rich literature in psychology on goal setting and performance which finds that setting 
goals, whether self-set, assigned by others or set jointly through participation, is better for 
performance than not setting any goals (Latham and Locke, 2007). These goal-setting effects have 
been shown to be salient in the realm of sports, academic performance, managerial and 
professional jobs, and teamwork, to mention a few examples (Locke, 1996; Locke and Latham, 
2002; Locke and Latham, 2006, for literature reviews). Support for goal-setting effects on 
performance has also been found worldwide in experimental and non-experimental research with 
samples consisting of participants from Asia, Australia, Europe, and North America (Locke and 
Latham, 1990). The psychology literature further shows that relevant mediators in goal-setting and 
performance are individual choice, effort, persistence, and goal-achievement strategy. Potential 
moderators are the ability to achieve a goal, goal commitment, feedback concerning goal pursuit, 
the complexity of a goal, and other situational factors (e.g., presence of needed resources to achieve 
a goal) (see Locke and Latham, 2006; Latham and Locke, 2007; Locke and Latham, 2019 for an 
overview of mediators and moderators). 
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2.1 Self-set goals and gender differences 
 
Regarding task-based goal setting as a specific type of goal setting, the psychology literature offers 
potential explanations for it and posits that there are gender differences in goal-setting behavior 
and offers potential explanations. However, this research is relatively old and likely not fully 
generalizable to contemporary times, because societal events, these days, continuously put 
pressure on individuals to change or adapt their attitudes towards gender differences (Szekeres et 
al., 2020) This could also influence men and women’s goal-setting behavior (Latham and Locke, 
2007; Locke and Latham, 2019). According to the older stream of goal-setting research in the 
psychology literature, men chose higher task-based goals than women (e.g., Kurman, 2001; Levy 
and Baumgardner, 1991; de Pater et al., 2009). The psychology literature offers a likely 
explanation: men are generally perceived by both genders as more competent, leading to superior 
male performance (McCarty, 1986; Wood and Karten, 1986). Thus, men are more confident about 
their competences (e.g., Beyer, 1990; Lundeberg et al., 1994; Beyer and Bowden, 1997) and opt 
therefore for more challenging goals than their less confident female peers (McCarty, 1986; Wood 
and Karten, 1986).  

More recently, economists started investigating gender differences in goal-setting 
behavior. For instance, Clark et al. (2017) examine whether self-set goals, task-based goals, or 
performance-based goals improve student performance. The authors find that the task-based goal 
setting increases task completion (i.e., practice exams) and course performance, but only for men. 
Women completed more practice exams in the control group without goal setting. In another study, 
Dalton et al. (2016) provide a simple model of self-chosen goals that predicts that (i) the self-
chosen goal contract is more cost-effective than a piece-rate contract for an employer aiming for a 
specific output level, and that (ii) workers set goals that they systematically outperform. The 
authors test these predictions in the laboratory and find that the self-chosen goal contract increases 
men's performance compared to the piece-rate contract. However, this is not the case for women. 
Concerning the self-set goals, women set lower goals than men but outperform their self-set goals 
to a greater extent than men.3  

The experimental economics literature offers potential explanations for such a gender 
difference in goal setting. First, there is clear evidence that women take less risk than men. In a  
series of ten experimental studies, Croson and Gneezy (2009) find evidence that women are indeed 
more risk-averse compared to men. Dohmen et al. (2011) measure and validate self-assessed risk 
aversion and show that women are much less likely to take risks in general. This finding applies 
to several domains; car driving, finance, sports and leisure, health, and career. A similar conclusion 
on gender differences in risk aversion is echoed in more recent studies (Buser et al., 2020; Falk et 

 

3There is some agreement that self-set goals likely have a stronger positive effect on performance than goals 
assigned or set in cooperation due to a higher locus of control (Latham and Marshall, 1982; Hollenbeck et al., 1989). 
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al., 2018). In addition to being more risk-averse, women report a higher intensity of nervousness 
and fear than men---in anticipation of negative outcomes (Brody, 1993; Fujita et al., 1991). 
Therefore women might want to avoid negative outcomes more than men (i.e., lower performance 
than the self-set goal) by taking less risk in not meeting the self-set goal. Given that higher goals 
are more challenging to achieve, females might reduce the probability of this negative outcome by 
setting a lower goal than men.  

Another individual characteristic that influences which goal a person sets is self-efficacy, 
that is, self-confidence that the goal for a specific task is attainable (Bandura, 1997; Latham and 
Locke, 2007; Locke and Latham, 2006). There is consensus in the literature that men are more 
confident than women. For example, Niederle and Vesterlund (2007) asked participants in a 
laboratory experiment to solve a real task, first under a non-competitive piece-rate and afterwards 
under a competitive tournament incentive scheme. After solving the task in the competitive 
tournament incentive, participants were asked to select which of these two compensation schemes 
they wanted to apply to their next performance. They found that 73 percent of the men and only 
35 percent of the women selected the competitive tournament. The authors conclude that this 
gender gap difference is to a large extent driven by men being more confident about their 
performance than women. Möbius et al. (2018) implement an experimental test with a sample of 
656 undergraduate students. The authors track the evolution of students’ beliefs about their own 
relative performance on an IQ test and find that women are less confident about their performance 
than men. Buser et al. (2020) use data from lab experiments on preferences for redistribution 
conducted in the U.S. and several European countries to investigate gender differences and their 
causes. Across all sampled locations, they found that men are more confident about their ability 
compared to women.  

In the psychology literature goal-setting theory (Bandura, 1997; Latham and Locke, 2007; 
Locke and Latham, 2006) offers an explanation for why women, being less confident about their 
competences and performance, set lower goals compared to men (Dalton et al., 2016). The goal-
setting theory suggests that higher goals lead to higher performance than easy lower goals because 
the former motivates individuals to put more effort into achieving the challenging goal such as 
looking for new knowledge and developing new skills (Locke and Latham, 1990, 2002; Locke and 
Latham, 2006). If women are likely to set lower goals, it is also reasonable to assume that their 
actual performance will be lower than their male peers' performances.  
 
2.2 Self-set goals and gender differences in private versus public environments 
 
We are not aware of any experimental work that examines gender differences between publicly 
and privately self-set goals. However, as part of the literature on gender differences in reacting to 
competition, Schram et al. (2019) study the difference between providing public ranking (referred 
to as status ranking) and private ranking information about performance. They found no gender 
differences in performance or attempted summations when there is no status ranking. By contrast, 
inducing status ranking leads to gender differences. Men significantly increased the number of 
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attempted summations and performance, while women significantly decreased the number of 
attempted summations and performance. 
 In another related study, Ariely et al. (2009) examine the impact on performance when an 
audience watches the subject working on a cognitive task that involves performance-contingent 
payment. Across the two conditions (public and private), there was no evidence of any gender 
difference in the ability to solve anagrams, nor any evidence for the two genders to be differentially 
influenced by social pressure. 

Moreover, research suggests that in a competitive environment, a “desire to win” can 
emerge within individuals, which motivates them to beat the other side, rather than focusing solely 
on maximizing their payoffs (Cooper and Fang, 2008; Delgado et al., 2008). In environments in 
which self-set goals and performance are revealed publicly, competition is triggered which could 
motivate individuals to opt for higher goals and performance just to beat others. Whether this is 
indeed the case is not yet studied in goal-setting research. Moreover, given that research on gender 
differences in performance and attitudes in such competitive environments shows mixed results, 
it is yet to be explored how men and women will set goals and achieve their performance in public 
versus private environments. 
 
3. Experimental design and procedures 
 
The experiment is composed of three parts: the goal setting, a real-effort task, and a questionnaire, 
that includes socio-economic background questions.4 The participants were not allowed to 
communicate with anyone during the whole experiment.   

It is a crucial design feature that the audience can identify participants. Therefore, we reveal 
the students' names in a particular way. Before the task takes place, the students indicate their first 
and last names. In all treatments, we display the following information on a shared public screen 
at the end of the experiment: Students' first and last names together with their performance in the 
task. Our experiment was pre-registered and approved by the Research Ethics Review Board 
(School of Business and Economics, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam).5  

Section 3.1. explains the 15-minute real effort task in detail. Section 3.2 describes the three 
treatments that allow us to investigate potential gender differences in private and public goal 
setting and whether women and men perform differently under private and public goal setting as 
well as in the absence of any goal setting. Section 3.3. presents the procedure and the subject pool. 
 
 
 
 

 
4 Appendix B provides the instructions as displayed on the screen. 
5 The study was pre-registered at AsPredicted.org (#48703, https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=4t5by6) and the 
experimental design of the online classroom experiment approved by the Research Ethics Review Board, School of 
Business and Economics, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (20200828.1.xxx where xxx stands for one of the author’s 
employee ID). Ethics approval is not required, but we still opted to apply for it. 
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3.1 Task 
 
The task is identical to the one used in Schram et al. (2019) and before that in Weber and Schram 
(2017).6 Participants are presented with a sequence of pairs of 10x10 matrices filled with random 
two-digit numbers (Figure 1).7  

For each matrix pair, the participants' task is to search for the highest number in each matrix 
and then calculate the sum of these numbers.  Participants have to enter this sum at the center-
bottom of the computer screen. After entering the sum, the participant immediately learns if she/he 
has entered a correct answer or not. Regardless of whether the sum was correct or not, the next 
new pair of matrices appear. This task stops after 15 minutes and participants can see the remaining 
time on the screen at the top left of screen. We measure a participant's performance by the number 
of accurate summations within the time limit of 15 minutes.  

 

 
Figure 1. Screenshot of the Task 
 

 All participants perform this task individually without interacting with other participants. 
The instructions highlight the importance of doing well in the task by informing the participants 

 
6 The choice of task is an important issue, which we do not study here. See Flory et al. (2015) and Günther et al. 
(2010). 
7 A possible alternative would have been to use the summation task of Niederle and Vesterlund (2017). As discussed 
in Schram et al. (2019), this task involves a risk of a stereotype threat (Shurchkov, 2012), where females feel that men 
have an advantage in this task. Therefore, we use the summation task of Weber and Schram (2017) and Schram et al. 
(2019), as these previous studies have found no gender performance differences. 
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that doing well in such a task is positively correlated with professional life success. In addition, 
we give the participants information about the performance distribution of similar participants 
doing this task in previous studies.8 The performance of each participant is public information to 
all participants. We inform the participants that their performance (i.e., the total number of correct 
answers within the 15 minutes), together with their name, will be displayed on a shared screen 
after the study is finished.  

We decided not to incentivize participants. The literature in psychology on goal setting 
theory suggests that self-set goals induce intrinsic motivation---in contrast to externally-set goals. 
Intrinsically motivated behavior is commonly referred to as a behavior that is engaged for its own 
sake without any external inducement (Pinder, 1984; Cerasoli et al., 2014), whereas extrinsically 
motivated behaviors are guided towards achieving some instrumental outcomes such as money or 
financial rewards (Erez et al., 1990). Self-set goals allow for personal control in setting a goal that 
is attainable with one’s ability (Erez et al., 1990). A similar argument has been recently echoed by 
Welsh et al. (2020) that self-set goals induce positive feelings such as enthusiasm, because they 
are perceived as beneficial and achievable. Whether financial rewards motivate individuals to 
perform is deemed to depend on individual values and personal dispositions. A failure to consider 
these individual differences could decrease one’s motivation and even result in lower 
performances (Malik et al., 2015). Since intrinsic motivations are considered to mainly trigger self-
set goals and drive performance, we decided to not incentivize our participants financially.    
 
3.2 Treatments 
 
We implement two goal-setting treatments, private and public, next to a control treatment without 
goal setting. We randomly assigned participants to one of the treatments (between-subject design). 
The only difference between the two goal-setting treatments is that the self-set goal is private or 
public information at the end of the study. Figure 2 highlights the implementation of the treatment 
variation. Panel A shows the implementation of the control treatment, Panel B the implementation 
of the private goal setting, and Panel C the implementation of the public goal setting.  
 
Control treatment (NoGoal):  
Participants do not set a goal, but they are informed that the total number of correct answers (i.e., 
performance) together with the participant’s name will be displayed on the shared screen at the 
end of the experiment.  
 
 

 
8 The instructions state: "This is an important task that is often used to measure people's talents. Many scientific studies 
have found that people who do well in a task like this are more successful in professional life than people who do less 
well. In a previous session, students like you performed the same task. Most of them gave between 9 and 17 correct 
answers." We refer to the participants’ performance in Schram et al. (2019). We mention the prior performance in the 
instructions to give the participants a broad idea of what their performance could be in a task with which they have no 
experience. 
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Panel A: Control treatment Panel B: Treatment PrivGoal Panel C: Treatment PubGoal 
 
Figure 2. Screenshots of Treatment Implementation. Panel A: Screenshot for control treatment 
NoGoal. Panel B: Screenshot for treatment PrivGoal. Panel C: Screenshot for treatment PubGoal. 
 
 
Private Goal Setting Treatment (PrivGoal):  
Before performing the 15 minutes task, the participants are asked to set a goal (the number of 
correct answers). The precise wording of the goal question is: "What is your self-set goal - How 
many questions do you WANT to answer correctly in the 15 minutes available?" Next to this 
question, the instructions remind the participant that this self-set goal will NOT be displayed, but 
the total number of correct answers (i.e., performance), together with the participant's name, will 
be displayed on the shared screen at the end of the experiment. Hence, the goal setting is private 
but the performance is public.  
 
Public Goal Setting Treatment (PubGoal):  
Before performing the 15 minutes task, the participants are asked to set a goal (the number of 
correct answers). The precise wording of the goal question is: "What is your self-set goal - How 
many questions do you WANT to answer correctly in the 15 minutes available?" Next to this 
question, the instructions remind the participant that this self-set goal will be displayed, together 
with the total number of correct answers (i.e., performance) and with the participant's name, on 
the shared screen at the end of the experiment. Hence, both the goal setting and the performance 
are public. 
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Before performing the matrix-task, all participants – irrespective of the treatment 

assignment – are asked how many questions they expect to answer correctly in the 15 minutes 
available. Note that this is different from their goal, which refers to how many questions 
participants want to answer correctly. 
 
3.3 Experimental Sessions, Procedure and Participant Pool 
 
The experiments were conducted at the School of Business and Economics of the Vrije Universiteit 
Amsterdam in September 2019 and October 2020. Participants were first-year Bachelor students 
from the International Business Administration program. We used the software Qualtrics to 
program the experiment, and the duration of the experiment was on average less than 30 minutes. 
The experiments in 2019 and 2020 differed in several key aspects.9 Next, we describe the details 
of the implementation of both experiments. 
 
Field experiment in September 2019: The experiment was conducted on location at the School 
of Business and Economics of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. The field experiment was 
integrated in the first lecture of the course as a quiz. Participation was absolutely voluntary and 
students were informed that it would not have any impact on their assessment in the course and 
that they could leave the quiz at any moment in time. The students were randomly assigned to 
different treatments on the online course platform and a different Qualtrics link was sent to each 
treatment group. In total, 302 students participated in our experiment, out of which 124 were 
female and 178 male.10 Sixty-nine students were assigned to the control treatment (NoGoal), 97 to 
the Private Goal Setting Treatment (PrivGoal), and 136 to the Public Goal Setting Treatment 
(PubGoal).11 
 
Online classroom experiment in October 2020: The experiment was conducted during the last 
online-lecture of the first-year Bachelor course ‘People in Business and Society’. The Qualtrics 
link was sent to the attending students during the lecture. The participation was voluntary. Students 
could earn a fixed number of course participation credits, which were given independently of 

 
9 The experiments in 2019 and 2020 also differ in terms of the ordering of the matrix task and the questionnaire. In 
2019, the questionnaire was completed before the task, while in 2020, the task was completed before the questionnaire. 
The reversed order in 2020 was possible because of resolved technical issues.  
10 We dropped the following observations leading to a final sample of 302 observations: 5 who did not consent, 130 
who did not start the matrix task, 5 double entries, 32 who finished the survey in less than 1000 seconds (the matrix 
task alone takes 15 minutes = 900 seconds), 8 who worked on the survey for more than 2100 seconds (= 35 minutes; 
the average duration was 1499 seconds. Less than 2% of participants took more than 2100 seconds. Since the 
experiment took place in a less controlled environment than in the lab, we tried to make the conditions of the 
participants as comparable as possible.), and 7 who attempted to solve more than 49 matrix tasks (= mean + one 
standard deviation in the top 10 percentile of attempts) and were considered as not working seriously on the task. 
11 Since it was the first lecture of the course, some students were not able to access the notification with the Qualtrics 
link and they were given one of the treatment links during the lecture. 
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whether they consented to participate in the study, finished, or left the study, and these conditions 
were announced one week before the experiment. The students were provided with one Qualtrics 
link and randomly assigned to one treatment within the survey. In total, 333 students participated 
in the experiment, out of which 144 were female and 189 male. 113 students were randomly 
assigned to the control treatment (NoGoal), 112 to the Private Goal Setting Treatment (PrivGoal), 
and 108 to the Public Goal Setting Treatment (PubGoal).12 
 
3.4 Hypotheses and Research Questions 
 
Our hypotheses and research questions are motivated by two research streams as discussed in detail 
in the literature review in section 2: First, the large body of mainly psychological studies analyzing 
goal setting and, in particular, self-set goals and their impact on behavior and individuals’ 
performance. And second, the broad stream of experimental economics literature addressing 
gender differences in different contexts involving various elements of competition.   

Since this is, to our best knowledge, the first study addressing gender differences in private 
versus public goal-setting environments, we developed our hypotheses based on the findings in 
the two motivating research fields on self-set goals and gender differences. We expect several 
factors to play a role in the way women and men set their own goals: self-confidence (in own 
performance skills), beliefs about learning capabilities, optimism, as well as social norms on the 
gendered appropriateness of modest versus ambitious goals that are likely to influence private and 
public goal setting and performance. Second, concerns about the public image also play a role in 
public goal setting and performance, but cannot affect private goal setting and performance by 
design. 

   Because of the first-mentioned factors, we expect to find a gender gap in self-set goals 
and consequently in performance in the private goal setting treatment PrivGoal, whereby men set 
higher goals and perform better than women. In addition, we expect that the public image concerns 
in the public goal-setting condition PubGoal increase the gender differences. For the control 
treatment NoGoal we do not have a clear guideline to go by. Using the same task and without 
goals, Schram et al. (2019) find no gender differences under private ranking and that women 
perform worse than men under public ranking. In our case we do not provide any type of explicit 
ranking, but individual results are public at the end of the experiment and, hence the environment 
may be closer to one with public ranking. Given these opposing influences, we do not have a clear 
basis for formulating a hypothesis for the NoGoal condition.  

 
12 We dropped the following observations leading to a final sample of 333 observations: 5 who did not consent, 39 
who did not start filling in the questionnaire (no self-identified gender available), 6 who preferred to not self-identify 
their gender, 4 who worked on the survey for more than 2100 seconds (= 35 minutes; the average duration was 1499 
seconds. Less than 2% of participants took more than 2100 seconds. Since the experiment took place in a less 
controlled environment than in the lab, we tried to make the conditions of the participants as comparable as possible.), 
and 2 who attempted to solve more than 49 matrix tasks (= mean + one standard deviation in the top 10 percentile of 
attempts) and were considered as not working seriously on the task. 
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The following hypotheses summarize our expected behavior (as formulated in the pre-
registration13): 
 
Hypothesis 1: Men set significantly higher goals than women when self-set goals are private 
information (treatment PrivGoal), and this difference becomes larger when goals are set publicly 
(PubGoal). 
 
Hypothesis 2: While women and men do not perform differently without goals (control treatment 
NoGoal), a significant gender gap in performance emerges with privately self-set goals (treatment 
PrivGoal), and it becomes larger when goals are set publicly (treatment PubGoal). 
 

One of the critical research questions that follow the hypotheses is whether changes in 
women’s and/or men’s behavior drive gender differences across treatments. Public image concerns 
combined with social norms on the appropriateness of ambitious goals are likely to affect men’s 
self-set goals and performance positively. For women, the impact of public image concerns is more 
unambiguous. While women are often expected to be more modest and less competitive than men, 
the observability and identifiability of the goal can also lead to a boost in ambition, which can 
affect performance positively (higher aspiration) or negatively (higher performance pressure).  

A separate issue is the comparison between the two goal-setting treatments and the 
treatment without goals. Referring to previous findings on the effect of self-set goals on 
performance (e.g., van Lent and Souverijn, 2020), we also expect a positive impact of private goals 
on women’s and men’s performance compared to no goals. 
 
4. Results 
 
Before turning to the analysis of participants’ self-set goals and their performance, we present 
descriptive statistics. The distribution of socio-demographics does not differ across treatments and 
experiments overall. In treatments NoGoal, PrivGoal, and PubGoal, the respective share of women 
is 47%, 43%, and 38% (chi2 test, p = 0.136), the respective average age is 19.0, 19.2, and 18.9 
(Kruskal-Wallis test, p = 0.3605), and 58%, 63%, and 64% of the participants indicate that they 
feel attached to the Dutch culture (chi2 test, p = 0.346).  

Comparing the field and the online classroom experiments, respectively 41% and 43% of 
the participants are women (chi2 test, p = 0.578) while 62% indicate affinity with the Dutch culture 
in either cohort (chi2 test, p = 0.919). There is a small, yet significant age difference across cohorts 
(18.9 in the field vs. 19.2 in the online classroom experiment; Mann-Whitney U test---hereinafter 
MWU test, p = 0.0387). 

In the following, we present the results on participants’ goal setting and performance across 
gender and treatments. We focus on the pooled analysis of both experiments, but also present the 

 
13 The study was pre-registered at AsPredicted.org (#48703, https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=4t5by6). 
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results for the field and the online classroom experiment separately. We show non-parametric tests 
and regression results from Ordinary Least Square regressions with robust standard errors.14  
 
4.1 Goal Setting 
 
In the treatments PrivGoal and PubGoal, participants choose a goal for the number of correct 
answers that they want/aim to give. Participants are free to choose any goal between 0 and 99, and 
it does not have any monetary or assessment consequences for them. The average self-set goal in 
PrivGoal is 18.0, and the corresponding goal of 23.3 is significantly higher in PubGoal (MWU 
test, p = 0.0682). This difference is driven by the behavior in the field experiment (MWU test, p = 
0.0906; online classroom experiment: MWU test, p = 0.9058). We expected to find a larger 
treatment effect in the field experiment, given that observability and identifiability of goals are 
arguably higher in an in-person situation than in an online environment.  
 

 
Figure 3. Self-Set Goal. Average goal set by women and men in the treatments PrivGoal and 
PubGoal. 90% confidence intervals are calculated with robust standard errors. 
 

Figure 3 shows the average goal set by women and men in the treatments PrivGoal and 
PubGoal and highlights a key finding. The corresponding Ordinary Least Square regression 

 
14 The main text and the tables refer to uncorrected p-values. For our main analysis (gender differences), we run a total 
of 14 tests with two outcome variables (goal setting and performance) testing for gender gaps across treatments and 
treatment effects on women, men, and the gender gap. This is reflected by the regression post-estimation tests in table 
1 for goal setting and table 2 for performance. The chance of at least one false positive result with 14 (independent) 
tests and a significance level of 10% is 0.77. We apply the Benjamini-Hochberg correction (Benjamini and Hochberg, 
1995) for 14 multiple comparisons with an acceptable false discovery rate of 0.20 and apply the correction to the OLS 
post-estimation F-tests as well as the MWU tests. With this multiple testing correction, all uncorrected significant 
results remain significant. In Appendix A we show additional results for the mediator variables ‘expected 
performance’ and ‘attempts’. They do not pertain to our main hypotheses. 
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analysis with robust standard errors and post-estimation F-tests are presented in Table 1. Four 
observations emerge, where, for Table 1 we refer to the results of the F-tests shown in the bottom 
part of the table. First, starting with the gender gap results, in treatment PrivGoal, men are 
significantly more ambitious than women---as revealed by the male self-set average goal of 20.6 
compared to the average goal of 14.7 set by women (MWU test, p = 0.0000; Table 1, model 1, p 
= 0.0113). This is robust across the experimental settings and cohorts (field experiment: MWU 
test, p = 0.0018, Table 1, model 3, p = 0.0617; online classroom experiment: MWU test, p = 
0.0104, Table 1, model 5, p = 0.0951).15 This gender difference in goal setting is large. Male set a 
40% larger goal than women. 

Second, in the treatment PubGoal, men are more ambitious and set a higher goal than 
women. This gender difference in goal setting is substantial. Male set a 24% larger goal than 
women. The gender difference is significant with non-parametric tests, but insignificant with 
parametric tests (female goal of 20.3 versus male goal of 25.1; MWU test, p = 0.0299; Table 1, 
model 1, p = 0.122). A closer look reveals that the weaker results in treatment PubGoal stem from 
different responses in the field and in the online classroom experiment. In the field experiment, 
men set a 40% larger goal than women and in the online classroom experiment men set only a 4% 
larger goal than women. To be precise, while women and men aim publically for a better 
performance than privately in the field experiment (15.0 versus 21.9 for women: MWU test, p = 
0.0803, Table 1, model 3, p = 0.0649; 20.9 versus 30.5 for men: MWU test, p = 0.2840; Table 1, 
model 3, p = 0.0183), this is not the case in the online classroom experiment  (14.4 versus 18.1 for 
women: MWU test, p = 0.8487, Table 1, model 5, p = 0.349; 20.3 versus 18.9 for men; MWU test, 
p = 0.6128; Table 1, model 5, p = 0.698). We can only speculate about the reasons for this 
difference across experiments. The different setups (in-person versus online lecture; first versus 
last lecture of the course) might explain part of these differences.16 

 
  

 
15 Self-set goals are significantly correlated with an individual’s risk attitudes (correlation coefficient = 0.1568, p = 
0.0008). Therefore, the gender gap in both treatments becomes insignificant when adding controls to the regression 
models (Table 1, models 2, 4, and 6). 
16 For example, the observability and identifiability of goals might be higher in an in-person situation (field 
experiment) than in an online environment (online classroom experiment). The treatment effect is weaker for both 
genders in the online classroom experiment. Women set a 46% (25.7%) larger goal in the PubGoal treatment in the 
field (online classroom) experiment. And men set a 46% larger goal in the PubGoal treatment in the field experiment 
and a 1.4% lower goal in the online classroom experiment compared to the PrivGoal treatment. In addition, one of the 
topics covered in the course “People in Business and Society” is gender diversity on the labor market. This might have 
impacted the more conscious choice of the self-set goal. Differences are less pronounced for the less conscious 
performance in the matrix-task as discussed in section 4.2. 
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Table 1. Self-Set Goal: Gender Gap and Treatment Effect on Women, Men, and Gender Gap 
 Self-Set Goal 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 Pooled Pooled Field Field Classroom Classroom 
       
Female -5.932** -3.929 -5.922* -4.450 -5.837* -4.008 
 (2.331) (2.473) (3.154) (3.563) (3.482) (3.487) 
Public Goal 4.516 5.336* 9.594** 9.950** -1.414 0.0277 
 (2.795) (2.788) (4.037) (4.105) (3.643) (3.398) 
Female*Public Goal 1.154 -0.357 -2.677 -2.851 5.059 3.408 
 (3.864) (4.065) (5.496) (5.844) (5.326) (5.206) 
Constant 20.61*** 47.91 20.95*** 123.3 20.27*** -103.7 
 (1.766) (54.97) (2.139) (81.75) (2.831) (72.35) 
       
Controls NO YES NO YES NO YES 
Observations 451 450 231 230 220 220 
R-squared 0.029 0.049 0.055 0.076 0.013 0.034 
       
Gender Gap       
Private Goal -5.932** -3.929 -5.922* -4.450 -5.837* -4.008 
[F-test p-value] [0.0113] [0.113] [0.0617] [0.213] [0.0951] [0.252] 
Public Goal -4.778 -4.286 -8.599* -7.301 -0.778 -0.600 
[F-test p-value] [0.122] [0.166] [0.0573] [0.103] [0.847] [0.885] 
Effect of Public (vs. Private) Goal       
Women 5.670** 4.979* 6.917* 7.099* 3.645 3.436 
[F-test p-value] [0.0342] [0.0747] [0.0649] [0.0767] [0.349] [0.372] 
Men 4.516 5.336* 9.594** 9.950** -1.414 0.0277 
[F-test p-value] [0.107] [0.0563] [0.0183] [0.0162] [0.698] [0.994] 
Gender Gap 1.154 -0.357 -2.677 -2.851 5.059 3.408 
[F-test p-value] [0.765] [0.930] [0.627] [0.626] [0.343] [0.513] 
       

Notes. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Ordinary Least Square Regression results with robust standard errors (in 
parentheses). The table shows post-estimation F-tests with corresponding p-values [in parentheses]. The dependent 

variable is the participant’s self-set goal for the matrix-task and the explanatory variables are a gender dummy 
(taking value 1 if female and 0 if male), a treatment dummy (taking value 1 if PubGoal and 0 if PrivGoal), and their 
interaction term. Controls (Risk Attitudes, Age, Age^2, and a dummy for feeling attached to the Dutch culture) are 

included in models (2), (4), and (6). The data come from treatments PrivGoal and PubGoal and the samples are both 
experiments pooled in models (1) and (2), the field experiment in models (3) and (4), and the classroom experiment 

in models (5) and (6). 

 
 
Third, focusing now on the effects of public vs. private goals, we find that both genders 

are more ambitious and set higher goals in the PubGoal treatment compared to the PrivGoal 
treatment. For the overall data this effect is significant for women (14.7 versus 20.3, MWU test, p 
= 0.0583; Table 1, model 1, p = 0.0342), but not for men (20.6 versus 25.1, MWU test, p = 0.5482; 
Table 1, model 1, p=0.107). For both genders the positive effects stem from the field experiment 
data. Men increase their goals in the field experiment (20.9 versus 30.5, MWU test, p = 0.2840; 
Table 1, model 3, p = 0.0183), but in the classroom experiment the effect is not significant and 
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negative. Women increase their goals significantly at the 10% level in the field and not 
significantly in the online classroom experiment.  

Fourth, the gender gap in the difference between public and private goals is minor. Men’s 
goals are 29 percent higher than women’s self-set goals in the treatment PrivGoal, but they are 
only 19 percent higher in the treatment PubGoal. Moving from private to public goal setting 
reduces the gap by ten percentage points, an insignificant change (Table 1, model 1, p = 0.765); 
this result also holds separately for the field and the classroom.  

We can summarize our findings with respect to private and public goal setting in the 
following results: 
 
Result 1a: Men set significantly higher goals compared to women in both treatments. This 
difference is larger when goals are private information. 
 
Result 1b: The gender gap in goal-setting is not larger when the goal is public versus private 
information.  
 
Result 1c: Women set significantly higher goals when goals are public compared to private 
information in both experiments and mainly in the field environment. 
 
Result 1d: Men set significantly higher goals when goals are public compared to private 
information, but only in the field environment. 
 
 Results 1a and 1b speak directly to Hypothesis 1 (pre-registered). Our data are consistent 
with the first part of it but not with the second part.  
 
4.2 Performance 
 
Before we turn to the second outcome variable---women’s and men’s performance in the different 
goal setting conditions---we shortly discuss the impact of the goal treatments on the (potential) 
mediating factors ‘expected performance’ and ‘attempts’. Recall that before performing the matrix 
task, participants are asked to indicate how many problems they expect to solve correctly.17 
Participants’ expected performance and their actual performance are positively correlated 
(correlation coefficient = 0.0867, p = 0.0299). The correlation of attempts and performance is very 
strong (correlation coefficient = 0.6671, p = 0.000). In Appendix A, gender differences across 
treatments are shown visually and with regression analysis (Figure A1 and Table A1 for expected 
performance; Figure A2 and Table A2 for attempts). 
 While women’s performance expectations go slightly up when the self-set goal is publicly 
visible (13.5 in NoGoal, 13.6 in PrivGoal, 17.5 in PubGoal; NoGoal versus PubGoal: MWU test, 

 
17 Participants receive feedback about the correctness of their answer after each summation problem. We therefore 
elicit beliefs before the real effort task. 
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p = 0.0964; otherwise p > 0.2844), the effect is strongly pronounced among men (13.5 in NoGoal, 
17.8 in PrivGoal, 21.5 in PubGoal; NoGoal versus PrivGoal: MWU test, p = 0.0083; NoGoal 
versus PubGoal: MWU test, p = 0.0001). The post-estimation F-tests of Ordinary Least Square 
regressions in Table A1 draw a similar picture.  
 Foreseeably, expected performance and self-set goals are strongly positively correlated 
(correlation coefficient = 0.8708, p = 0.0000). The vast majority of participants (91.5%) believes 
to achieve maximally their self-set goal and some interesting patterns emerge: While half of the 
participants (50.6%) are confident to meet their self-set goal precisely, 40.9% expect to perform 
worse than their self-set goal. Among the 91.5% of participants, the goal setting environment does 
not significantly affect the distribution of participants confident to meet their goal (chi3 test, p = 
0.605), also not separately for women and men (chi2 tests, p > 0.244). However, while roughly 
half of women and men expect to meet their self-set goal in PrivGoal (51.9% of women and 55.5% 
of men; chi2 test, p = 0.622), a gender gap emerges in PubGoal: 45.6% of women versus 62.8% 
of men indicate that they are confident to meet their self-set goal (chi2 test, p = 0.014). While the 
public goal-setting environment seems to boost men’s goal-compliance confidence, the opposite 
tendency can be observed for women. 

With respect to the number of attempted summations we find a large and highly significant 
gender gap in attempts across treatments (2.4 in NoGoal, 3.7 in PrivGoal, 4.3 in PubGoal; MWU 
tests, p < 0.0023; Table A2, model 1, p < 0.00242), which is consistent across experiments (Table 
A2, models 3 - 6). While men attempt to solve more matrix summations after setting a goal for 
themselves (17.4 in NoGoal, 18.9 in PrivGoal, 19.2 in PubGoal; MWU tests, p < 0.0622) women’s 
attempts are literally unchanged (15.0 in NoGoal, 15.3 in PrivGoal, 15.0 in PubGoal; MWU tests, 
p > 0.9420). The different reaction to goal setting affects the gender gap in attempts across 
treatment however only slightly (Table A2, model 5, p = 0.0799; non-reported difference in gender 
gap in NoGoal versus PubGoal, Table A2, model 1, p = 0.0942). 
 

 
Figure 4. Performance. Average performance by women and men in the treatments NoGoal, 
PrivGoal, and PubGoal. 90% confidence intervals are calculated with robust standard errors. 
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Table 2. Performance: Gender Gap and Treatment Effects on Women, Men, and Gender Gap 
 Performance 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 Pooled Pooled Field Field Classroom Classroom 
       
Female -1.996*** -1.983*** -1.550 -1.906 -2.092*** -1.802*** 
 (0.654) (0.658) (1.197) (1.181) (0.656) (0.655) 
No Goal -0.530 -0.602 -0.439 -1.223 -0.303 -0.0814 
 (0.671) (0.664) (1.246) (1.205) (0.707) (0.702) 
Public Goal -0.0187 -0.174 -0.660 -1.057 0.628 0.630 
 (0.632) (0.620) (1.016) (0.994) (0.730) (0.717) 
Female*No Goal -0.301 0.0320 -0.773 0.120 -0.206 -0.247 
 (0.904) (0.896) (1.669) (1.608) (0.964) (0.963) 
Female*Public Goal -1.076 -0.932 -0.951 -0.683 -1.801* -1.869* 
 (0.888) (0.896) (1.501) (1.509) (0.972) (0.976) 
Constant 11.87*** 1.534 12.55*** -19.37 11.19*** 26.68** 
 (0.479) (11.84) (0.797) (16.86) (0.519) (11.85) 
       
Controls NO YES NO YES NO YES 
Observations 635 626 302 294 333 332 
R-squared 0.071 0.103 0.046 0.094 0.128 0.164 
       
Gender Gap       
No Goal -2.297*** -1.951*** -2.323** -1.786 -2.298*** -2.049*** 
[F-test p-value] [0.000253] [0.00154] [0.0468] [0.113] [0.00127] [0.00321] 
Private Goal -1.996*** -1.983*** -1.550 -1.906 -2.092*** -1.802*** 
[F-test p-value] [0.00237] [0.00268] [0.196] [0.108] [0.00156] [0.00628] 
Public Goal -3.073*** -2.915*** -2.501*** -2.589*** -3.893*** -3.671*** 
[F-test p-value] [0.000] [0.000] [0.00605] [0.00656] [0.000] [0.000] 
Effect of No (vs. Private) Goal       
Women -0.831 -0.570 -1.212 -1.102 -0.509 -0.329 
[F-test p-value] [0.171] [0.348] [0.276] [0.313] [0.438] [0.617] 
Men  -0.530 -0.602 -0.439 -1.223 -0.303 -0.0814 
[F-test p-value] [0.429] [0.365] [0.725] [0.311] [0.668] [0.908] 
Gender Gap -0.301 0.0320 -0.773 0.120 -0.206 -0.247 
[F-test p-value] [0.739] [0.972] [0.644] [0.940] [0.831] [0.798] 
Effect of Public (vs. Private) Goal      
Women -1.095* -1.107* -1.611 -1.740 -1.173* -1.239* 
[F-test p-value] [0.0801] [0.0867] [0.146] [0.130] [0.0685] [0.0623] 
Men  -0.0187 -0.174 -0.660 -1.057 0.628 0.630 
[F-test p-value] [0.976] [0.779] [0.517] [0.288] [0.390] [0.380] 
Gender Gap -1.076 -0.932 -0.951 -0.683 -1.801* -1.869* 
[F-test p-value] [0.226] [0.298] [0.527] [0.651] [0.0647] [0.0563] 
       

Notes. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Ordinary Least Square Regression results with robust standard errors (in 
parentheses). The table shows post-estimation F-tests with corresponding p-values [in parentheses]. The dependent 

variable is the participant’s number of attempts in the matrix-task and the explanatory variables are a gender dummy 
(taking value 1 if female and 0 if male), a treatment dummy for NoGoal and PubGoal (taking value 1 if applies and 

0 otherwise), and the interaction terms of the gender dummy with each treatment dummy. Controls (Expected 
Performance, Risk Attitudes, Age, Age^2, and a dummy for feeling attached to the Dutch culture) are included in 
models (2), (4), and (6). The data come from treatments NoGoal, PrivGoal, and PubGoal and the samples are both 

experiments pooled in models (1) and (2), the field experiment in models (3) and (4), and the classroom experiment 
in models (5) and (6). 
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With respect to performance, we make three observations. First, a preliminary result 
pertains to the case of NoGoal. While women solve on average 9.0 summations correctly in the 
NoGoal treatment, men give 11.3 correct answers (MWU test, p = 0.0016; Table 2, model 1, p = 
0.000253). Considering that performance is made public after the study, we can give an ex-post 
explanation of why men outperform women in NoGoal. The control condition NoGoal is more 
comparable to the Status Ranking treatment than to the Control or Conformity treatments in 
Schram et al. (2019). In the Status Ranking treatment, a third party can compare participants’ 
performance with each other, which is not the case in the Control or Conformity treatments. With 
public performance, this is indeed the case in our control treatment NoGoal. 

Second, we find a robust and strong gender gap in performance across treatments, 
illustrated in Figure 4 and analyzed with post-estimation F-tests in Table 2.18 In both treatments, 
when setting a goal (privately or publicly), men perform significantly better than women (9.9 
versus 11.9 in PrivGoal: MWU test, p = 0.0015, Table 2, model 1, p = 0.00237; 8.8 versus 11.9 in 
PubGoal: MWU test, p = 0.000, Table 2, model 1, p = 0.000), with the effects being stronger in 
the online classroom than in the field experiment. The gender gap is hardly affected by the goal-
setting environment (only one significant change from PrivGoal to PubGoal in the online 
classroom experiment: Table 2, model 5, p = 0.0647). 

Third, we observe an interesting pattern in women’s performance: a privately set goal 
improves female performance slightly and insignificantly compared to no goal. However, 
women’s performance worsens significantly when they set a goal publicly compared to privately 
(MWU test, p = 0.0983; Table 2, model 1, p = 0.0801). This is an interesting and novel observation 
that is worth attention and further research. Men’s performance is not affected at all by the goal 
setting environment (MWU test, p = 0.8960; Table 2, model 1, p = 0.976). 

Our results can be summarized as follows: 
 
Result 2a: A gender gap in performance exists in all treatments with and without goal setting. 
 
Result 2b: The gender gap in performance is larger, but not significantly, when the goal is public 
compared to private information.  
 
Result 2c: Women perform significantly worse when goals are public compared to private 
information. 
 
Result 2d: Men’s performance is not affected by the goal setting conditions. 
 

 
18 Though performance is not incentivized in our experiments, participants’ performance is strikingly similar to the 
incentivized performance in Schram et al. (2019) where women’s and men’s average performance range between 10 
and 14 correct answers across treatments. We are thus confident that participants in our experiments take the study 
and the real effort task seriously. The same is true for the number of attempts, see Schram et al. (2019). 
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 Results 2a and 2b speak directly to Hypothesis 2 (pre-registered). Our data are not 
consistent with the hypothesis, since we do find a gender gap in performance in NoGoal and the 
gender gap does not vary significantly between private and public goals.  
 Finally, we can now compare set goals with actual performance. Under private goal setting 
women’s performance is on average 67% of goals, whereas for men it is 57%. Under public goal 
setting the corresponding percentages are 43% and 39% respectively. Seen ex-post participants are 
more realistic under private than under public goal setting, with women being more realistic than 
men in both cases. 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 

 
We conduct a field and an online classroom experiment to test the hypothesis that men and 

women set different goals and perform differently when information about their goals is private 
versus publicly revealed. In general, participants set higher goals when they are publicly 
observable and identifiable. Overall across treatments, we find that men set higher goals than 
women. For goal setting in specific, results in the private setting show that men set more ambitious 
goals than women, but this effect weakens in the public setting in which especially women set 
higher goals and thus the gender gap becomes weaker. For performance, we find that men perform 
better than women across treatments (i.e., without goals and with privately or publicly self-set 
goals). This result might not be surprising given that performance is publicly revealed in all 
treatments. Both genders perform slightly, but insignificantly better in the private goal-setting 
environment compared to the treatment without goals. Men perform very similarly across the two 
goal-setting environments (private and public). However, the public visibility of goals harms 
women's performance significantly, but it does not affect the overall gender gap.  Since the 
evidence on how women and men set their goals and perform is limited in the experimental 
economics and in the psychology literature (Welsh et al., 2020), we will use related research in 
both streams of literature to discuss our results.  

For the gender gap in private goal setting it is interesting to view our results in the light of 
various psychological theories. A possible explanation may be derived from the self-concordance 
theory; a theory in the psychology literature formulated by Sheldon and Elliot (1998, 1999). 
According to this theory self-concordant goals emanate directly from the integrated self and are 
thus in line with an individual's preferences and interests. Such goals are free from any pressure to 
please others or to respond to one’s external environment (Sheldon and Elliot, 1999) and are 
therefore more likely salient to private settings in which individuals do not have to take their social 
environment into account when setting their own goals.19 This is also in line with the goal setting 
theory which posits that self-efficacy, self-confidence that the goal for a specific task is attainable, 
is an important individual characteristic for self-set goals (Bandura, 1997; Latham and Locke, 
2007; Locke and Latham, 2006).  

 
19 Sheldon et al (2020) demonstrate recently that self-concordant goals foster positive personal resources such as 
optimism and hence do reflect an individual's belief that they can achieve goals. 
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In our experiment both men and women were free to set a goal that matches their personal 
interests and abilities in the private setting. It could thus be that men set higher goals in the private 
setting, because they are likely more confident about their competences (e.g., Beyer, 1990; 
Lundeberg et al., 1994; Beyer and Bowden, 1997) and opt therefore for more difficult goals than 
their less confident female peers (McCarty, 1986; Wood and Karten, 1986) as suggested in the old 
stream of psychology literature and also more recently in research in the experimental economics 
literature showing that men are more confident about their abilities than women (Buser et al., 
2020).   

Several studies reveal substantial gender differences in the attribution of success and failure 
to internal factors (personal abilities and skills) and external factors (for instance, luck). While 
some evidence suggests that boys show a stronger self-serving attributional bias than girls (e.g., 
Stipek and Gralinski, 1991), the findings seem to be stronger for adolescents (Hankin and 
Abramson, 2001) and adults (Boggiano and Barrett, 1991; Mezulis et al., 2004). If not achieving 
a self-set goal can be seen as failure (increasing in the size of the mismatch), men might be more 
likely to attribute such ‘failure’ to external factors whereas women possibly tend to internalize it. 
These attribution differences could explain why men set higher goals than women, especially when 
goals are private information. 

In the public setting, both men and women increased their goals in the field experiment, 
with men setting more ambitious goals than women. There may be several potential explanations 
for this finding. For instance, social conformity is a phenomenon that has received much attention 
in the psychology literature since its introduction to the literature (Asch, 1951). It is considered a 
powerful social phenomenon that encourages individuals to adapt their opinions and behaviours 
to conform to the majority in the group, especially to fit in the group and to be “liked” by others 
(Asch, 1951; Deutsch and Gerard, 1955). It has been widely observed in face-to-face groups, but 
more recently the psychological mechanism was also found in online environments (Wijenayake 
et al., 2020). Both men and women were aware that their self-set goals were observable and 
identifiable by their peers; they could have therefore increased their goals knowing that the 
majority would do so. In the field experiment this effect was likely more salient due to the physical 
presence; participants were much more visible and identifiable in the field experiment than in the 
online classroom experiment.20  

The findings regarding performance suggest that without and with (privately or publicly) 
self-set goals, men perform significantly better than women when performance is public. 
According to the goal setting theory this makes sense as men set higher goals than women in 
private and public settings (Locke and Latham, 1990, 2002; Locke and Latham, 2006). Men’s 
performance is also better when they set goals in the private and public setting compared to no 
goal setting. This finding supports the research of Clark et al.  (2017) who find that task-based 
goal setting increases task completion (i.e., practice exams) and course performance especially for 

 
20 Another potential explanation is offered by psychology researchers suggesting that in competitive environments, a 
“desire to win” can emerge within individuals which motivates them to beat the other side, rather than focusing solely 
on maximizing their individual payoffs (Cooper and Fang, 2008; Delgado et al., 2008) which could thus be true for 
both men and women. 
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men. In the experiment in Schram et al. (2019) men significantly increased the number of 
attempted summations as well as the number of correct summations when there was status ranking. 
Participants’ performance is publicly available and identifiable across treatments in our 
experimental study. This design feature is in fact in line with the status ranking treatment in Schram 
et al. (2019), which might explain gender differences even in the control condition. With our 
design, we are however not able to distinguish between baseline gender differences in performance 
and the role of public performance.  

Women’s performance drops significantly when they set a goal publically compared to 
privately. This finding is in line with previous experimental studies which show that women 
underperform in competitive environments (Gneezy et al., 2003; Gneezy and Rustichini, 2004). 
We do add a novel insight to this extant work, by showing that women set higher goals than they 
could achieve and others have thus observed this phenomenon.  

Several important and interesting research questions emerge from our study that open the 
way for a new stream of research. To which factors do women and men attribute (un-) successfully 
met self-set goals? Can women and men be coached in setting better goals and how does that affect 
performance? Advice institutions have been shown to improve decisions and outcomes in a variety 
of settings (for instance, Schotter, 2003; Brandts et al., 2015; Brandts and Rott, 2021). How does 
the public perceive women’s and men’s goal setting and performance? And how do women and 
men process the public perception? We do not know whether failing to achieve a publically set 
goal results in gender differences in negative consequences such as reputational damages and stress 
or future goal setting and performance in competitive environments. It is interesting to examine 
whether such consequences take place as they might bear important implications for practice. 
Especially, since women tend to be more sensitive to negative outcomes than men (Buser and 
Yuan, 2019; Brody, 1993; Fujita et al., 1991). Additionally, public observability and public 
perception might affect self-selection into public positions. Our experimental setup was entirely 
non-strategic. However, the strategic context in which individuals set goals might have an 
important impact on goal setting (and possibly performance).  
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Appendix A. Additional Results 

A1. Figures: Expected Performance and Attempts 

 

Figure A1. Expected performance. Average expected performance by women and men in the 
treatments NoGoal, PrivGoal, and PubGoal. 90% confidence intervals are calculated with robust 
standard errors. 
 

 

Figure A2. Expected performance. Average expected performance by women and men in the 
treatments NoGoal, PrivGoal, and PubGoal. 90% confidence intervals are calculated with robust 
standard errors. 
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A2. Tables: Expected Performance and Attempts 

Table A1. Expected Performance: Gender Gap and Treatment Effects on Women, Men, and Gender Gap 
 Expected Performance 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 Pooled Pooled Field Field Classroom Classroom 
       
Female -4.125** -2.784 -2.944 -2.098 -4.869 -3.454 
 (2.091) (2.142) (3.021) (3.337) (3.054) (2.874) 
No Goal -4.530*** -3.712** -4.635** -2.955 -4.358 -3.917 
 (1.728) (1.692) (2.010) (2.282) (2.784) (2.709) 
Public Goal 3.721* 4.271* 6.887** 6.973** 0.00847 1.178 
 (2.220) (2.194) (3.062) (3.094) (3.085) (2.876) 
Female*No Goal 4.432* 2.875 5.133 2.838 4.000 2.994 
 (2.513) (2.535) (4.010) (4.328) (3.420) (3.229) 
Female*Public Goal 0.101 -0.961 -3.375 -3.207 3.316 1.767 
 (3.295) (3.416) (4.790) (5.015) (4.550) (4.437) 
Constant 17.77*** 46.81 18.05*** 116.3** 17.49*** -31.85 
 (1.495) (33.58) (1.624) (54.06) (2.514) (40.86) 
       
Controls NO YES NO YES NO YES 
Observations 628 626 295 294 333 332 
R-squared 0.041 0.063 0.055 0.082 0.026 0.049 
       
Gender Gap       
No Goal 0.307 0.0917 2.189 0.740 -0.869 -0.459 
[F-test p-value] [0.826] [0.948] [0.407] [0.779] [0.573] [0.772] 
Private Goal -4.125** -2.784 -2.944 -2.098 -4.869 -3.454 
[F-test p-value] [0.0489] [0.194] [0.331] [0.530] [0.112] [0.230] 
Public Goal -4.024 -3.745 -6.318* -5.304 -1.553 -1.687 
[F-test p-value] [0.115] [0.138] [0.0903] [0.144] [0.646] [0.616] 
Effect of No (vs. Private) Goal       
Women -0.0979 -0.837 0.498 -0.117 -0.358 -0.923 
[F-test p-value] [0.957] [0.654] [0.886] [0.973] [0.857] [0.638] 
Men -4.530*** -3.712** -4.635** -2.955 -4.358 -3.917 
[F-test p-value] [0.00897] [0.0286] [0.0218] [0.196] [0.118] [0.149] 
Gender Gap 4.432* 2.875 5.133 2.838 4.000 2.994 
[F-test p-value] [0.0783] [0.257] [0.202] [0.513] [0.243] [0.354] 
Effect of Public (vs. Private) Goal       
Women 3.821 3.310 3.512 3.767 3.325 2.944 
[F-test p-value] [0.117] [0.188] [0.341] [0.328] [0.321] [0.379] 
Men 3.721* 4.271* 6.887** 6.973** 0.00847 1.178 
[F-test p-value] [0.0942] [0.0520] [0.0253] [0.0250] [0.998] [0.682] 
Gender Gap 0.101 -0.961 -3.375 -3.207 3.316 1.767 
[F-test p-value] [0.976] [0.779] [0.482] [0.523] [0.467] [0.691] 
       

Notes. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Ordinary Least Square Regression results with robust standard errors (in 
parentheses). The table shows post-estimation F-tests with corresponding p-values [in parentheses]. The dependent 

variable is the participant’s expected performance in the matrix-task and the explanatory variables are a gender 
dummy (taking value 1 if female and 0 if male), a treatment dummy for NoGoal and PubGoal (taking value 1 if 

applies and 0 otherwise), and the interaction terms of the gender dummy with each treatment dummy. Controls (Risk 
Attitudes, Age, Age^2, and a dummy for feeling attached to the Dutch culture) are included in models (2), (4), and 

(6). The data come from treatments NoGoal, PrivGoal, and PubGoal and the samples are both experiments pooled in 
models (1) and (2), the field experiment in models (3) and (4), and the classroom experiment in models (5) and (6). 
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Table A2. Attempts: Gender Gap and Treatment Effects on Women, Men, and Gender Gap 
 Attempts 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 Pooled Pooled Field Field Classroom Classroom 
       
Female -3.677*** -3.526*** -2.545* -2.735** -4.144*** -3.916*** 
 (0.830) (0.842) (1.347) (1.357) (1.006) (1.017) 
No Goal -1.516* -1.515* -0.422 -1.090 -1.748 -1.556 
 (0.846) (0.833) (1.362) (1.293) (1.065) (1.075) 
Public Goal 0.311 0.181 0.550 0.194 -0.127 -0.173 
 (0.847) (0.836) (1.264) (1.247) (1.066) (1.070) 
Female*No Goal 1.272 1.533 -1.013 -0.152 2.409* 2.449* 
 (1.145) (1.137) (1.906) (1.870) (1.371) (1.377) 
Female*Public Goal -0.577 -0.456 -2.270 -2.017 0.372 0.416 
 (1.132) (1.142) (1.769) (1.788) (1.383) (1.407) 
Constant 18.93*** 10.04 19.95*** -19.29 17.90*** 32.40** 
 (0.615) (14.17) (0.875) (21.48) (0.852) (14.26) 
       
Controls NO YES NO YES NO YES 
Observations 635 626 302 294 333 332 
R-squared 0.088 0.112 0.082 0.114 0.102 0.123 
       
Gender Gap       
No Goal -2.405*** -1.993** -3.558*** -2.886** -1.735* -1.467 
[F-test p-value] [0.00242] [0.0114] [0.00876] [0.0317] [0.0634] [0.120] 
Private Goal -3.677*** -3.526*** -2.545* -2.735** -4.144*** -3.916*** 
[F-test p-value] [0.000] [0.000] [0.0598] [0.0448] [0.000] [0.000142] 
Public Goal -4.254*** -3.982*** -4.815*** -4.752*** -3.771*** -3.500*** 
[F-test p-value] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000247] 
Effect of No (vs. Private) Goal       
Women -0.244 0.0184 -1.436 -1.242 0.660 0.893 
[F-test p-value] [0.752] [0.981] [0.282] [0.353] [0.445] [0.301] 
Men  -1.516* -1.515* -0.422 -1.090 -1.748 -1.556 
[F-test p-value] [0.0737] [0.0696] [0.757] [0.400] [0.102] [0.149] 
Gender Gap 1.272 1.533 -1.013 -0.152 2.409* 2.449* 
[F-test p-value] [0.267] [0.178] [0.595] [0.935] [0.0799] [0.0762] 
Effect of Public (vs. Private) Goal       
Women -0.266 -0.275 -1.720 -1.823 0.245 0.243 
[F-test p-value] [0.723] [0.720] [0.166] [0.160] [0.781] [0.785] 
Men  0.311 0.181 0.550 0.194 -0.127 -0.173 
[F-test p-value] [0.714] [0.828] [0.664] [0.876] [0.905] [0.872] 
Gender Gap -0.577 -0.456 -2.270 -2.017 0.372 0.416 
[F-test p-value] [0.610] [0.689] [0.200] [0.260] [0.788] [0.768] 
       

Notes. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Ordinary Least Square Regression results with robust standard errors (in 
parentheses). The table shows post-estimation F-tests with corresponding p-values [in parentheses]. The dependent 

variable is the participant’s number of attempts in the matrix-task and the explanatory variables are a gender dummy 
(taking value 1 if female and 0 if male), a treatment dummy for NoGoal and PubGoal (taking value 1 if applies and 

0 otherwise), and the interaction terms of the gender dummy with each treatment dummy. Controls (Expected 
Performance, Risk Attitudes, Age, Age^2, and a dummy for feeling attached to the Dutch culture) are included in 
models (2), (4), and (6). The data come from treatments NoGoal, PrivGoal, and PubGoal and the samples are both 

experiments pooled in models (1) and (2), the field experiment in models (3) and (4), and the classroom experiment 
in models (5) and (6). 
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Appendix B. Instructions and Screenshots 

 

Welcome to this study! 

 
Your answers in this study will not be used in this course in any way. They will not

affect your assessment in the course at all. 

The study will take approximately 30 minutes. This study is part of a research

project in social sciences that we - a group of professors from different universities

- are conducting. Your engagement and attention when responding all parts of the

study are very valuable for the success of this study, which will contribute to a

better understanding of our society.

The study is divided into a task and a questionnaire. You are not allowed to

communicate with anyone else until the study is over. For each part, you will receive

instructions. We guarantee that everything we tell you in these instructions will

happen exactly as described.

The answers to the questionnaire are entirely voluntary. The file with personal

information will be password protected and saved on a secure university drive. It

will be deleted after publication. We will immediately create two datasets: one

dataset for feedback and one anonymized dataset. We will use only the

anonymized and non-identifiable dataset for the analysis. We have no interest

whatsoever in identifying an individual's decisions and answers or in sharing that

information with a third party.

Your participation in this study is voluntary. You have the right to withdraw at any

point during the study, for any reason, and without any prejudice.
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By clicking the button below, you acknowledge that your participation in the study is

voluntary and that you are aware that you may choose to terminate your

participation in the study at any time and for any reason.

 
The research team:

Dr. Sabrine El Baroudi, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (s.elbaroudi@vu.nl)

Prof. Jordi Brandts, Instituto de Análisis Económico (CSIC) and Barcelona GSE

(jordi.brandts@iae.csic.es)

Dr. Stefanie Huber, Universiteit van Amsterdam (s.j.huber@uva.nl)

Dr. Christina Rott, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (c.e.rott@vu.nl)

I consent, begin the study

I do not consent, I do not wish to participate
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Task instructions

 
You will now independently perform a task during 15 minutes.

 
This is an important task that is often used to measure people’s talents. Many

scientific studies have found that people who do well in a task like this are more

successful in professional life than people who do less well. In a previous session,

students like you performed the same task. Most of them gave between 9 and 17

correct answers. 

The task is as follows. You will see two matrices on the computer screen. Each

matrix has 10 rows and 10 columns and is filled with randomly generated numbers.

Your job is to find the largest number in each of the two matrices and then to add

them up. You are not allowed to use calculators, but you can use paper and pencil.

 
Example:

The largest number in the left matrix above is 92. The largest number in the right
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matrix above is 94. The sum of the two numbers is 186 (= 92 + 94).

 
After entering the sum, the computer will tell you whether your answer is correct or

incorrect (please note that the time will continue to run while you see this result).

Subsequently, irrespective of whether your answer is correct or incorrect, a new pair

of matrices will appear. This means that for each pair, you have only one attempt

to provide the correct answer. However, there will always be a new pair of matrices

as long as you are within the 15 minutes limit. The remaining time will be displayed

on the shared screen. The objective is to provide as many correct answers as

possible within the 15 minutes available.

 
Remember that studies have found that people who do well in a task like this are

more successful in professional life. As mentioned earlier, in a previous session,

students like you performed the same task. Most of them gave between 9 and 17

correct answers within the time limit of 15 minutes. 
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What is your first name?

What is your last name?

Feedback

The total number of your correct answers together with your name will be displayed

on the shared screen after the study is finished. This information will be public,

hence all participating students will see it.

 
At the end of the study, the results will be shown in a table of this form:

 

Student's First Name Student's Last Name
Actual Performance

(# of correct answers)

John Summer number

Lisa Autumn number

This information will NOT be recorded and will NOT be made available to the other

participating students in any other way.
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How many questions do you EXPECT to answer correctly in the 15 minutes

available?


